12:15 p.m. **Alumni Day Luncheon and Awards Presentation**
The Alumni Day Luncheon features the presentation of the Woodrow Wilson Award and the James Madison Medal and honors the undergraduate student recipients of the Moses Taylor Pyne Honor Prize and the graduate student recipients of the Porter Ogden Jacobus Fellowship.
Jadwin Gymnasium

2:30 p.m. **GradFUTURES Storytelling Workshop for Graduate Students and Graduate Alumni**
Join Carol Barash *89, founder and CEO of Story2, for a workshop pairing graduate students with graduate alumni to share stories and explore common themes in graduate professional development. Sponsored by the Graduate Student Government and the Graduate School’s GradFUTURES professional development team. A networking reception will follow.
East Pyne, Room 010

3:00 p.m. **Service of Remembrance**
The University’s annual memorial service invites family and friends to remember with honor and affection those Princetonians — alumni, students, faculty and staff — whose deaths were recorded during the prior calendar year. The Reverend Douglas J. Ray, SJ ’95 will deliver the memorial address.
University Chapel

4:00 p.m. **Service of Remembrance Reception**
Family and friends are invited to a reception after the service to share personal remembrances.
Prospect House

4:00 – **Conversation and Networking With A4P**
Join the Asian American Alumni Association of Princeton for conversation and networking with Youngsuk ‘YS’ Chi ‘83, chairman of Elsevier and a global thought leader in the publishing, education and information solutions industries. Chi is a former University trustee and a trustee of the University Press since 2000.
Campus Club
**Opening Celebration: “Life Magazine and the Power of Photography”**
Join exhibition curators for a lecture introducing key themes and works of art in this groundbreaking exhibition. A reception in the Princeton University Art Museum will follow.
McCosh Hall, Room 10

**Jazz Vocal Collective With Claudia Acuña**
Hear the renowned Chilean jazz singer, songwriter and arranger share the stage with Princeton University’s Jazz Vocal Collective Ensemble (JVC) in a concert that bridges cultures and traditions. The JVC is Princeton University's elite jazz student ensemble that features solo voice, directed by Trineice Robinson-Martin. For tickets, visit tickets.princeton.edu.
Alexander Hall, Richardson Auditorium

---

**Beyond Diversity, Toward Inclusion: A Discussion About Praxis**
Jenny Korn ’96, an activist scholar, will moderate a 90-minute “un-conference” where attendees will brainstorm topics around diversity in small breakout groups. Each group will identify takeaways/best practices that can be used to operationalize a practical approach to implementing an inclusive environment at Princeton and beyond. The event is being sponsored by Terrace Club.
Terrace Club, First Floor Lower Dining Room

**Art Museum Highlights Tour**
Discover premier collections spanning antiquity to the contemporary, free of charge. Tours meet at the entrance of the museum.
Princeton University Art Museum

**Outdoor Action: Rock Climbing and Bouldering for Beginners and Intermediates**
Join OA leaders, students, fellow alumni and their families at the University’s climbing wall. Pre-registration was required.
Princeton Stadium, University Climbing Wall

**Graduate Student Research Showcase**
Graduate students from the Latino Graduate Student Association, the Black Graduate Caucus, the Queer Graduate Caucus and Intersecting Queer Identities will be presenting 5-minute flash talks on their research aimed at a general audience. Following the presentation, there will a Q&A session about the research presented and about graduate student life at Princeton. The event is being sponsored by ALPA, FFR/BTGALA and the Graduate School.
McCormick Hall, Room 101

**From Princeton to Entrepreneurial Success: Bridging Experiences Between Students and Alumni**
Students and alumni will have the opportunity to listen to a panel of successful entrepreneurs and venture capitalists, network with one another, and participate in a mentorship program. Panelists include Ethan Goldstein ’12, founder of consumer healthcare brand Curist; Justin Zhen ’10, co-founder of financial data company Thinknum; Vaidhy Murti ’15, a serial entrepreneur, and others.
Friend Center, Convocation Room

**Student Debate Competition: Class of 1876 Prize Debate**
The 1876 Prize Debate pits a team of one senior and one freshman against a team of one junior and one sophomore. The teams will debate a topic of current political or campus interest chosen by the students, to be announced to the teams on the day preceding the debate. The debate was inaugurated by the Class of 1876 at its 10th reunion.
Whig Hall, Senate Chamber

**Men’s Squash vs. Trinity**
Jadwin Gymnasium

**Women’s Lacrosse vs. Virginia**
Class of 1952 Stadium/Bedford Field

**Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Yale**
Baker Rink

**Women’s Basketball vs. Dartmouth**
Jadwin Gymnasium

For tickets call 609.258.4TIX (4849) or visit tickets.princeton.edu
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